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Chelsea FC fans can keep up to date on everything Chelsea, with an innovative website that
provides Chelsea news, continually updated, all the time. As the Blues attempt to win the domestic
and European Cup double, this website provides a very clean and user-friendly presentation for
anyone interested in news concerning Chelsea FC, as well providing the service in an innovative
format specifically optimized for mobile devices. Regardless of what you want to know about the
Chelsea Football Club, you will be able to read the latest news stories, announcements, and
everything any Chelsea fan could possibly want or need, from anywhere, anytime, on any device.

You can get the latest information from both the best in English and international football news
sources, as the blues are still active in three different competitions. These include the FA Cup, the
UEFA Champions League and the Barclays English Premiership, where they are still trying to finish
in the top four to qualify for next season's Champions League although if they win the final in
Munich they will automatically qualify as the holders, just as Liverpool FC did in the 2004-05
season. Chelsea will start as slight underdogs to win the Champions League due to the numerous
suspensions they have to the likes of captain John Terry and Branislav Ivanovic plus they will be
facing favorites Bayern Munich who will be playing in their home stadium. However, Chelsea will
likely start as slight favorites to win the FA Cup against Liverpool at Wembley.

With this summer expected to be very exciting and all action on the news front, you will want to stay
up to date with all the exciting news and updates available from Stamford Bridge, and keep
informed with what is happening concerning Roman Abramovich and his decision concerning a
permanent Chelsea manager. Featuring non-stop updates, you will be able to read more about
every new development as it becomes available, regarding the latest reports about Roberto Di
Matteo and his extraordinary results as interim Chelsea manager. It is becoming apparent as more
and more results come in, that Di Matteo is the favorite to become the new Chelsea manager, it is
not set in stone yet but the bookies certainly think he is the favorite.

You will always be able to keep up with the latest news, reports and more on this exciting website
for everything Chelsea and Chelsea related. For the past 7+ years this website has always strived to
be the premier source for all Chelsea related news from transfer news and rumors to match
previews and reports , Chelseanews.com sources stories from the most knowledgeable websites on
the Internet today. With a renown for getting reports that are exclusive and the most up-to-date, you
will be able to read articles and tidbits from the best connected sites available.

One potential player to move, is Didier Drogba, and the speculation is that he will be leaving
Stamford Bridge for China, but this is still questionable, so you'll be able to stay informed on this
Chelsea transfer story as well as the question of whether Florent Malouda will remain at Chelsea or
move on to pastures new. In addition to these stories, you will be able to stay on top of all of the
other major transfer stories throughout the summer, as well as discovering a continuous number of
articles as they are published, keeping you updated about everything Chelsea, its players and its
incredibly newsworthy owner Roman Abramovich does over the coming months.

As Chelsea chase silverware on two fronts in the Champions League and the FA Cup, the press
coverage will be rampant and you will be able to read all of the articles from the many news feeds
Chelsea News features as they become available 24/7. No matter what the story is and no matter
where the story comes from, Chelsea News will be able to keep you fully up-to-date and informed
on all of the news, reviews, scores plus everything related to Chelsea FC. Now, with the new
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optimization for mobile devices, you can take the latest Chelsea news with you, wherever you go.
So you can be the best informed Chelsea fan out there, by regularly checking out
ChelseaNews.com - the Internet's original source for all things Chelsea FC .
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Sylvia Lambert - About Author:
Check out this website and stay informed about Chelsea FC, and keep up-to-date on all of the latest
and greatest a Chelsea news stories.
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